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DAYTON, Ohio, November 8, 1972 --- Alpha Kappa Delta, the National Honors Society for Sociology since 1920, recently granted its eleventh Ohio chapter to the University of Dayton.

Composed of 143 national chapters, Alpha Kappa Delta's basic aim is to honor and encourage students dedicated to investigate and do research in the social sciences, for the betterment of mankind.

The new chapter at UD—which will be named the Chi Iota Chapter—is considered an appreciable gesture toward the strength of the sociology department at UD, since chapters are usually granted only to universities with graduate programs in the field. As a member of the National Honors Society, the new chapter is responsible for developing a strong undergraduate sociology club. Membership in the chapter requires that a student have a 3.0 cumulative average, and major in sociology.

Initiation for charter members of the Chi Iota Chapter will be at the end of November. The following seven students will be initiated: Betty Floyd; Steve Miller; Ann Potter; Marie Drumm; Jane Sherwin; Nancy Weiss; James Krazit. Dr. Mary Jo Ruth, Prof. Donna Vest, and Fr. John Dickson will also be members of the charter. Fr. Dickson will serve as moderator.